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ABSTRACT

Synchronisation is a bottleneck in shared memory concurrent programs. In this paper, we present Mergeable Data Types (MDTs) for relaxing synchronisation in shared memory system analogously to CRDTs in replicated systems. We present the key properties of MDTs and discuss the design of several MDTs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In concurrent programs with shared-memory synchronization, data structures are in general mutable and updates are executed in-place. The correctness condition that is traditionally applied to these objects is linearizability [8]. Linearizability induces restrictions on possible parallelism and imposes high cost due to coordination and synchronisation.

In contrast, replicated data types for distributed systems [12, 4] guarantee convergence while avoiding coordination and facilitating asynchronous replication.

An obvious question is how we can relax synchronization in concurrent shared-memory programs, while providing weaker, but well-defined semantics. Akin to CRDTs in distributed systems, we therefore propose Mergeable Data Types (MDTs). The basic idea is as follows: A thread updates its private copy of an object and later merges its changes to the shared global object instance.

In prior work [2], we presented a programming model based on Software Transactional Memory employing mergeable objects. Transactions optimistically execute updates concurrently on shared objects and buffer the modifications. On commit, transaction merges its results to the global memory. Using mergeable objects guarantees that all concurrent updates can be merged, and thus transactions never abort due to update conflicts.

However, the CRDTs designs used for geo-replicated distributed systems tend to be too inefficient for our purpose because of their relatively expensive merge operation. In geo-replicated systems, the cost of merge operation is negligible compared to the high synchronisation cost. Hence CRDTs are not designed to keep the merge efficient. However, in shared memory concurrent programs, since the merge is executed synchronously it is important to reduce the cost of it. In this paper, we identify important properties of mergeable objects that can be employed for efficient implementations in shared memory systems. We discuss the implementation of several MDTs and provide guidelines how to design other mergeable objects.

2. MERGEABLE OBJECTS

A mutable shared object \( O \) is said to be mergeable when concurrent updates can be merged meaningfully. It provides a global copy which is the last committed version accessible by all threads. A thread which needs to update \( O \) obtains a thread-local copy of \( O \) and modifies the thread-local copy. After having executed the updates, the thread can commit its changes by merging the local copy to the last committed version. Hence, we can identify two main properties for MDTs - persistence and mergeability.

2.1 Persistence

A data structure is said to be persistent if multiple versions of it are accessible. It is partially persistent if only some versions are accessible, and fully persistent if all versions are accessible [5]. Persistence is an important property for MDTs because it allows concurrent access to multiple versions. Multiple thread-local versions and global versions must co-exist.

There are different mechanisms to achieve persistence, such as copy-on-write or path copying [5]. Depending on the data type semantics, their implementations may use specific techniques to make it efficiently persistent. Hence, it is important to make persistence a property of the MDT rather than a universal mechanism implemented by a version manager.

Which versions must be persisted? Typically, not all versions have to be persisted. Old versions that are known to not be required and never be accessed again should be garbage-collected. The specific details depend on the actual system’s transaction semantics, and are left for future work.

2.2 Mergeability

A shared object may get concurrently accessed and updated by multiple threads resulting in different versions of the object. These versions must be merged together to cre-
ate a new version. Extending the Abstract Data Type definitions that specify their semantics, MDT’s must be mergeable. This means that the MDT must define the semantics of concurrent updates on different versions and the semantics of the merge of two versions.

Which versions must be mergeable? In our case, every thread-local instance of an object must be mergeable with the last committed global version. On the other hand, local versions from two threads do not have to be mergeable. In our setting, all thread-local versions are branched of the global version and committed back to it. This is in contrast to state-based CRDTs in eventually consistent systems where all versions residing on different replicas must be mergeable.

There are two aspects of mergeability namely semantic mergeability and structural mergeability.

Semantic mergeability tackles the semantics of the data type operations with respect to the merge operation; i.e., whether the objects behaves “as expected” after merging. Similar to CRDTs, thread-local updates should be reflected semantically in the merged version. A deterministic merge guarantees that any concurrent updates can merge their results and obtain a consistent deterministic state.

Structural mergeability is related to how efficiently two versions can be merged. This refers to the low-level implementation details of the data structure. Copy-on-write for large data structures such as lists, trees, sets etc. is not efficient in terms of run-time and memory usage. Hence, it is important to share parts of data structure from multiple versions and only keep distinct the parts which are required to distinguish different versions. Different mechanisms are employed in persistent data structures in functional programs [11]. Structural mergeability is inspired by these implementations, but having an efficient merge as additional requirement.

2.3 Examples

The implementation of mergeable data types must deal with the above two properties. In this section, we discuss the design for three MDTs.

Counter.

A shared counter can be incremented and decremented by concurrent threads. A mergeable counter is designed as follows: The global instance is represented by an integer; the thread-local instance has two integers, one representing the global value when starting the transaction and the other one counting the thread-local increments. The merge adds the local increments to the global value and resets the local increments to 0. Hereby, the merge relies on commutativity and arithmetic properties of increment. Due to its compact representation, persistence is achieved by copy-on-write.

Add-only Bag.

A bag is a set data structure allowing duplicate elements to be added. Here, threads can concurrently add elements without violating its semantical correctness. The Mergeable Add-only Bag can be implemented using a persistent linked list (cf. Fig. 1). Multiple threads can update the bag without copying the entire list to its thread-local storage. Multiple versions co-exists using a multi-headed list. The merge is done by adjusting the respective pointers.

3. RELATED WORKS

Concurrent Data Structures.

Scalable designs of concurrent linearizable data structures has been an active area of research [10]. Generic mechanisms to implement concurrent data structures such as using Transactional Memory [7], Read-copy-update [9] are also widely studied. However, the correctness criteria applied in all recent literature is linearizability. In this paper we
Transaction in Transactional Data Structures aim for scalable data structure designs to use with in a TM.

Transactional Boosting [6] is a method to convert linearizable objects into a transactional object that can be used with in a composable transaction. Concurrent commutative method invocations on a transactionally boosted object can execute without aborting the transaction. MDT aims at object specific conflict resolution which may allow non-commutative operations to occur in parallel.

Consistency Oblivious Programming [1] is an approach to design concurrent algorithms to execute in an optimistic way. Using COP, operations on a concurrent data structure can be designed to work efficiently with STM.

4. CONCLUSION

Mergeable Data Types in shared memory concurrent programs can be considered analogously to CRDTs in replicated distributed systems. However, it is important to notice that the implementations of these two data types must be adapted to the specific system at hand. We identified two important properties of MDTs that determine the actual efficiency of an implementation: persistence and mergeability. We also present the novel design of an OR-Set MDT that implements persistence within the data structure.
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